Super Shot 60
Available in four base configurations

Super Shot 125
Available in four base configurations

Super Shot 250
Available in two base configurations

Crafco Super Shot Melter/Applicators

Engineered Performance Design

The Crafco Super Shot series melter/applicator represents the most technologically advanced melter/applicator available. This state-of-the-art machine offers the ultimate in ease of use and ultimate safety. The digital control features of this equipment accurately control and regulate the heating temperature of the sealant and transfer air. The patented internal pumping system requires no clean out and features the most technologically advanced pump presently available. The internal pump only operates when "On Demand" pumping there are no valves, fewer moving parts and no pressure build up so. Super Shot machines will outperform any comparable acid melt melter available. Crafco offers a two-year warranty, warranty options, and many rental options, making these machines the greatest value with the highest productivity. The Crafco Super Shot Series is the most efficient and easy to use melter/applicator available today.

Choose your size, choose your options!

Engineered Safety

The Super Shot Melter/Applicator is equipped with standard safety features designed to protect the operator and the public. In addition to standard safety features there are optional engineered features such as the auto-loader, which keeps the operator close to the melter and out of the efficiency of the process. Rear controls keep the operator away from traffic, on both sides of the unit and the bearing box housed reduces operator fatigue. Anti-splash lid with safety shut off protects the operator from hot sealant and adds efficiency to the process. Rear controls keep the operator more involved with the process.

The Super Shot Melter/Applicator comes in four standard base configurations:

- Super Shot 60
- Super Shot 125
- Super Shot 250
- Super Shot 300

Specifications

D O W N L O A D  D A T A  S H E E T S  

Crafco.com/Engineered

The Most Technologically Advanced Melter/Applicator Available

The patented pump technology of the Crafco Super Shot reactors, when matched with the Super Shot heat conduction and transfer melter in the industry. The Crafco patented pump is mounted inside the sealant tank. Mounting the pump inside eliminates material recirculation, outside plumbing, and high-pressure lines, while providing the pump inside eliminates material recirculation, outside plumbing, and high-pressure lines, while increasing pump life and operator safety.

Additionally, an internally mounted pump requires no packing, eliminating maintenance. Less maintenance in the shop means more production on the job, more profit and less costs.

Engineered Options and Features: Standard Engineered Features make the operation of these machines the safest and the easiest machines to operate. Many of the other features and options are included in the Crafco Super Shot Melter Engineered Options. Design the machine you want with these options. For example, add an optional industrial air compressor and save the cost of running an additional engine and low maintenance, easy to use, easy to operate machine on the market today can match Crafco's Engineered Performance Machines.

Engineered Efficiency: The Crafco Super Shot engine eliminates the need for re-irrigation, the pump runs only when material application is needed making this an "on-demand" system, thus, increases pump life and operator safety.

Engineered Safety: The Crafco Super Shot engine eliminates the need for re-irrigation, the pump runs only when material application is needed making this an "on-demand" system, thus, increases pump life and operator safety.

The Crafco Super Shot series melter/applicator represents the most technologically advanced melter/applicator available. This state-of-the-art machine offers the ultimate in ease of use and ultimate safety. The digital control features of this equipment accurately control and regulate the heating temperature of the sealant and transfer air. The patented internal pumping system requires no clean out and features the most technologically advanced pump presently available. The internal pump only operates when "On Demand" pumping there are no valves, fewer moving parts and no pressure build up so. Super Shot machines will outperform any comparable acid melt melter available. Crafco offers a two-year warranty, warranty options, and many rental options, making these machines the greatest value with the highest productivity. The Crafco Super Shot Series is the most efficient and easy to use melter/applicator available today.

There are three sizes to choose from:

- Super Shot 60 is a 60-gallon capacity unit, which features automatic digital controls with a heated hose and wand. This machine is designed for use on projects under 2,000 pounds of sealant per day. The Super Shot 60 is also available as a self loader.

- Super Shot 250 is a 250-gallon capacity unit, which features automatic digital controls with a heated hose and wand. This machine is designed for use on projects with 2,500 to 2,999 pounds of sealant per day. The Super Shot 250 can be hydraulically mounted inside the melter, eliminating material recirculation, outside plumbing, and high-pressure lines, while increasing pump life and operator safety. The Super Shot 250 is also available as a self loader.

- Super Shot 300 is a 300-gallon capacity unit, which features automatic digital controls with a heated hose and wand. This machine is designed for use on projects over 3,000 pounds of sealant per day. The Super Shot 300 is also available as a self loader.

• Light weight loading lid
• Fume free environment
• Splash proof lid
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Engineered Performance Features

HEATED HOSE
- The low voltage electric heated hose heats material to application temperature within 10 minutes, the Hose has the ability to maintain temperature for up to 300 hours, for an extended work cycle.
- Regulator provides precise control to within ± 2°F.

Automatic Shut-Down
- Shut downs at the end of the day, in less than an hour.

Low Center of Gravity
- Allows easy loading, unloading, and operation in all types of terrain or conditions.
- Easy to maneuver in tight spaces and unlimited work area.

Low Profile
- Compact, rugged disc sits barely above the ground, ideal for tight spaces and low profile applications.

Engineered Tools
- Sealing Tips and Material Handling Tools

Super Shot Melter/Applicator

Crafco offers many Engineered Performance Options to increase production, save labor and lower operating costs. The Super Shot has been engineered with a wide variety of options like: automatic shut-down, at the end of the day, in less than an hour. The light bar is for added safety to direct traffic and increase driver awareness.

Engineered Performance Options

Quick & Easy Start-Up
- With the flip of a toggle switch the Super Shot will operate in less than one hour. The light bar is for added safety to direct traffic and increased driver awareness.

Optical Operator Control System
- The optical operator control system is a unique feature that allows the operator to control the entire unit from within the cab. The operator can use the optical control box to monitor and control the entire Unit.

Optional Engine Control Cover
- Provides engine components, ventilation, & heat protection.

Efficient Burner
- Burner is positioned in the frame providing ground clearance. Time saved electric overnight heater option available.

Low Profile
- Low center of gravity provides easier maneuverability and less fatigue on the operator.

Quick & Easy Start-Up
- With the flip of a toggle switch the Super Shot will be ready to operate in less than an hour. The light bar is for added safety to direct traffic and increase driver awareness.
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